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Abstract
The educational sphere has an internal function relatively agreed by socialscientists. Nonetheless, the contribution that educational systems provide to thesociety (i.e., their social function) does not have the same degree of consensus.Taking into consideration such theoretical precedent, the current article raisesan analytical schema to grasp the social function of education considering asociological perspective. Starting from the assumption that there is an intrinsicrelationship between the internal and social functions of social systems, wesuggest there are particular stratification determinants modifying the internalpedagogical function of education, which impact on its social function bycreating simultaneous conditions of equity and differentiation. Throughout thepaper this social function is considered a paradoxical mechanism. We highlighthow this paradoxical dynamic is deployed in different structural levels of theeducational sphere. Additionally, we discuss eventual consequences of thisparadoxical social function for the inclusion possibilities that educationalsystems offer to individuals
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Ignacio Madero CabibUniversité de Lausanne, Switzerland
Cristobal Madero CabibUniversity of Labour Training and Capacitation (INFOCAP), ChileResumen
El ámbito educativo tiene una función relativamente aceptada por loscientíficos sociales. Sin embargo, la contribución que los sistemas educativosofrecen a la sociedad (es decir, su función social) no tiene el mismo grado deconsenso. Teniendo en cuenta tal precedente teórico, el presente artículoplantea un esquema analítico para entender la función social de la educación,teniendo en cuenta una perspectiva sociológica. A partir de la suposición deque existe una relación intrínseca entre la función interna y social de lossistemas sociales, sugerimos que hay determinantes de estratificaciónmodificando la función pedagógica interna, que repercuten en su funciónsocial, creando simultáneamente condiciones de equidad y diferenciación. Entodo el documento esta función social se considera un mecanismo paradójico.Destacamos cómo esta dinámica paradójica se implementa en diferentes nivelesestructurales de la esfera educativa. Además, discutimos las consecuenciaseventuales de esta función social paradójica para las posibilidades de inclusiónque ofrecen los sistemas educativos a los individuos
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1977). For instance, religious institutions operate differently fromscientific organizations, and the operations of political entities arepossible to differentiate from educational, legal, and artistic dynamics.Moreover, these internal functions are associated with specificcontributions to the society that are equally distinguishable: while thepolitical system contributes to the regulation of collectively bindingdecisions within society, science is related to advancement ofknowledge, and legal institutions to the generation of juridicalframeworks promoting normative stability. The contributions that eachsocial institution renders to the society have been called social functions(Archer, 1979; Luhmann, 1977). In the case of the educational sphere, the attempts to specificallyclassify and conceptualize its social function have been a taskperformed regularly not only by social scientists but also by everyperson who participates, or previously has participated, in educationalinstitutions. By using the example of large student mobilizations indifferent countries during 2011 and 2012, this fact emerges clearly:thanks to the mass media, it was unusual to find an individual withoutan opinion on the social inputs that this social space should have, aswell as the shortcomings and consequences of its current configuration. Nonetheless, the generalized discussion about the social function ofeducation shows an enormous variety of opposing or antagonisticapproaches. For example, considering the development of thesociological discipline, while some sociologists have indicated that thesocial function of education consists in the generation of social equitywhich can be represented by individuals’ equal opportunities to accessdiverse educational organizations in order to receive academic training(Durkheim, 1922; Coleman, 1966; Parsons, 1972) on the other hand,certain authors have specified that education’s social function refersmainly to the social differentiation of educational opportunitiesaccording to diverse stratification features of each student (Bourdieu &Passeron, 1964; Althusser, 1970; Boudon, 1974). Likewise, such opposite sociological approaches find a highcorrespondence with individual beliefs about the current capability of
urrent social institutions and systems have singular internalmodes of operation that determine their particularities and alsoreflect the differences among diverse social spheres (Luhmann,C 195RISE ­ International Journal of Sociology of Education 2 (2)
education to promote equitable or differentiated educationalopportunities. Regarding the social inequality module of theInternational Social Survey Program of 2009 (described in annexsection), we find at least two main opinions about the social function ofeducative spheres: one that emphasizes the equitable generation ofeducational opportunities, and another that remarks the segregationistcharacter of educational institutions among individuals with diversesocial backgrounds. In order to better understand individual opinions about the variety ofeducational social functions, we highlight some particular trends. Ascan be appreciated in figure 1, nearly 35% of people agree and stronglyagree that only students coming from better secondary schools are ableto access university education, while 48% of people disagree andstrongly disagree with this claim. In the same sense, figure 2 shows that38% of people agree and strongly agree with the opinion that only richpeople can attend universities, while 48% disagreed and stronglydisagreed.
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Figure 1. First Question about Equity or Differentiation of Educational System(N=46.060)Source: Own calculation according to ISSP, 2009.
 Nonetheless, when people were consulted whether the sameopportunity to access a university education exists regardless of socialattributes, 60% agreed and strongly agreed (see figure 3).
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Figure 2. Second Question about Equity or Differentiation of EducationalSystem (N=46.060).Source: Own calculation according to ISSP, 2009.
Figure 3. Third Question about Equity or Differentiation of EducationalSystem (N=46.060).Source: Own calculation according to ISSP, 2009.
 Throughout this article, we argue that such diversification of bothpublic opinions and sociological proposals about the actualcontributions of education to society warrant an analytical effort to
precisely determine whether there is a purely social function ofeducational systems. Moving forward on that, the current paper aims todevelop an analytical schema that will allow us to understand whateducation’s contribution to society is, through a dialogue with differentsociological approaches. Our main hypothesis is that it is not possible toprovide a single definition of the educational function of education,because there are some internal dynamics in the social sphere producinga contradictory social function. However, in order to understand such hypothesis, in the first sectionwe begin making the distinction between the internal function and thesocial function of education. As we explain below, the internal functionof the educational sphere corresponds to the pedagogical selection thatis, an academic mechanism that organizes educational trajectoriesmainly by means of pedagogical criteria. We show how this internalfunction is displayed in different structural levels of the educationalsphere (individual, organizational, and systemic level). Then, taking intoconsideration several studies on how stratification factors(socioeconomic status, gender, and cultural capital) affect people’seducational trajectories, we argue that the internal educational functionis based not only on pedagogical criteria but also on non­pedagogicalcriteria (stratification criteria). Then, we explain that this internal educational phenomenon (i.e.,pedagogical and non­pedagogical selections) is connected with theconfiguration of its social function: The educational sphere promotescontexts characterized by social equity and social differentiationconditions. More specifically, we suggest that non­pedagogicalselections are connected with the generation of social contexts brandedby social differentiation dynamics. Therefore, the current article aims toindicate that social equity (the primary social aim of education) andsocial differentiation represent simultaneously the contribution ofeducation to society. This simultaneous social functionality will beunderstood within this paper as a contradiction or a paradox. Finally, in order to completely comprehend this analytical schema,we illustrate first the manner in which this paradoxical social function isdisplayed within the structural levels of educational systems, andsecond, some possible consequences of such social functioning on theinclusion avenues that educative sphere offer to students.
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 Hence, the article is divided into five sections: First, we define theinternal function of education as pedagogical selection. Second, wedescribe particular theoretical approaches that have defined the socialfunction of education considering the generation of social equity, andthose that have indicated, conversely, that it corresponds to thegeneration of social differentiation. Third, the hypothesis that supportsthe current article is explained. Fourth, we identify some probableconsequences of this paradoxical social functioning between thegeneration of social equity and differentiation, in terms of the process ofindividual inclusion within the educative sphere. Finally, taking intoaccount all the previous sections, we conclude, providing a theoreticaldiscussion about the actual social configuration of educational systems.
Internal Function of Education: Pedagogical Selection
To identify the social function of the educational sphere (i.e., itscontribution to society), we must understand aspects of the internalfunction of this field (Luhmann, 1977). Few efforts have been made bysociologists to specifically define the intrinsic operation of education.Most of them have implicitly showed that the main educative operationrefers to academic evaluations and tests (Berstein, 1995) or toeducational selection (Dubet, 2004). However, sociologists NiklasLuhmann and Karl Schorr dedicated many efforts toward proposing thatwhat intrinsically characterizes an educational system is pedagogicalselection (Luhmann & Schorr, 2000). They proposed that pedagogical selection aims primarily at theconfiguration of internal consistency among different academic stageswithin an educative sphere. Specifically, pedagogical selection isdefined as a mechanism intended to educate and evaluate diverse groupsof individuals through educational institutions such as schools, lyceums,or universities, allowing the achievement of an educational trajectory(Luhmann, 1996). The internal function pedagogical selection does notrefer to the notion of selectivity as normally is understood (i.e., as alimitation of individual opportunities on this or other social contexts). Itis rather understood as a selection mechanism associated exclusivelywith the coordination of educational training and evaluations (Luhmann& Schorr, 2000).
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 The fundamental way in which pedagogical selection operates indifferent educational phases depends on the permanent and systematicdistinction between good and bad, or better and worse students(Luhmann, 1996). This distinction sets the evaluative pattern ofeducational performance and does not describe, as might be presumed, amoral or ethical principle of each student. The distinction better/worseexecuted by pedagogical selection is probably fully understandable ifwe observe its deployment within different structural levels ofeducation: individual, institutional, and systemic  Individual Level (Classrooms): According to Luhmann and Schorr(2000), in this first level the pedagogical selection mechanism occurs inevery interaction between teachers and students, where the educatorestablishes educational assessments and measures of surveillance inorder to determine what constitutes good and bad student performance. Institutional Level (Educational Organizations): Pedagogicalselection in educative institutions is expressed whenever a student hasthe possibility of accessing some school or university and he or she isassigned to some grade or classroom. When that occurs, pedagogicalselection has classified as good every student registered in anyinstitution, but there remains the option that a good student would beexpelled, suspended, or required to repeat a grade. In any of these cases,pedagogical selection will designate students as bad or worse (Luhmann& Schorr, 2000). Systemic Level (Educational Sphere): On this last level, pedagogicalselection operates when it is socially established that the education andnot other domains of modern society corresponds to the social systemthat guarantees the distribution of knowledge. In this case, pedagogicalselection classifies as better the students that are integrated into theeducational sphere and receive academic knowledge, and worse thestudents that utilize other ways for accomplishing such objective(Luhmann & Schorr, 2000). It is important to note that, since different theoretical traditions withinthe sociological discipline exist, there is no real consensus aboutpedagogical selection as the main internal function of education.However, we recognize that this analytical notion constitutes one of themost accurate sociological definitions about it. Indeed, this conceptionpresents arguments very close to the definitions proposed by other
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sociologists about evaluation or selection as the intrinsic mechanism ofeducation.
Social Function of Education: Social Equity or SocialDifferentiation?
Considering the internal function of the educational sphere, one mightfind a kind of agreement with pedagogical selection defined as amechanism intended to support the academic training and evaluation ofeach individual, not only at the classroom level but also at theinstitutional and systemic level. Nevertheless, in the case of theconceptualization of its social function, there does not seem to be anykind of consensus. Based on diverse epistemological and normativeapproaches, some authors have suggested, on the one hand, thateducational systems contribute to the generation of social equity, whileothers have indicated, on the other hand, that education institutionsproduce mainly social differentiation.
Social Equity
Different sociological studies have characterized educative institutionsby their role in the generation of equitable opportunities or social equity.Émile Durkheim (1893) was the first to sociologically define educationfrom this perspective. Influenced by the social philosophers PierreLeroux and August Comte, he stated that education was an instrumentalinstitution for both moral socialization and cultural cohesion withinmodern industrial societies. From this functionalistic approach,education was also characterized as the generation of learningopportunities for everyone who requires some employment status(Durkheim, 1922). Afterward, it was Talcott Parsons who indicated that education isestablished as one of the most relevant social sub­systems of the“societal community” responsible for providing functional solutions forallowing the social inclusion of individuals (1953, 1972). Concerningthat, in a similar manner to Durkheim, Parsons (1953) also pointed outthat education like the family and the legal entities emerges as aninstitutional transmitter of cultural patterns that contribute to the
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formation of individuals eligible for the economic­labor sphere. Asother social scientists, Parsons remarked that the social function ofeducation is to provide equal access to learning opportunities, bypromoting more and better meritocratic mechanisms on educationaltrajectories (Benadusi, 2001; Coleman, 1966; Parsons, 1972; Saunders,1995). Consequently, we suggest that the promotion of social equity(impartiality toward inclusion in the school formation and trainingbenefit) has become a sociological definition of the social function ofeducation.
Social Differentiation
Other sociological studies have demonstrated consistent and significantassociations between academic achievement and certain socialstratification categories, such as gender, cultural capital, andsocioeconomic status; thus, one of the main objectives of moderneducation, social equity, seems not to have been accomplished. In thissense, the mediation of cultural patterns over the learning abilities ofstudents seems to be indicating the existence of an educationalcontribution to the society different from the one indicated previously. Some theoretical research within the discipline of the sociology ofeducation, mainly branded by Marxist and Structuralist approaches, hasemphasized the generation of social differentiation through educationalsystems as education’s main social function. Accordingly, in contrast tostudies about social equity, the social function of education has beencharacterized as an ideological device of the State intended to ensure thereproduction of capitalist relations of production (Althusser, 1970), toassure the legitimacy of the unequal economic and political social order(Gramsci, 1971), and to generalize cultural patterns of the bourgeoisie(Apple, 1986). Moreover, based on structuralist sociology specifically, the Frenchreproductivist perspective (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1964) the educationalcontext has been treated as a social stage to benefit students who arebetter gifted with cultural and economic capital and to relegate studentswithout these social privileges to weak educational statuses. Some of thecommon results indicate that educational careers are stronglysegmented, normally through the socioeconomic status (SES) of each
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student (Mittal & Bhattacharya, 2013). Nevertheless, the SES or theeconomic capital is only one of several social factors influencing theeducational trajectories of people. Cultural capital, understood as a setof cultural practices, resources, and competences internalized by eachindividual, is a variable that has a significant effect on thedifferentiation of any social space (Bourdieu, 1997). In the case of theeducational field, it has been proposed that cultural skills, languagestyles, behavioral codes, and cognitive resources socially acquiredcontribute to the production of better academic performance (Boudon,1974). Additionally, according to different international measures, it hasbeen demonstrated that gender is another stratification factordetermining educational attainments and academic trajectories (OECD,2010). Gender has been defined as a set of socially constructed male andfemale characteristics that determine opportunities and access to diverseeducational choices and benefits (Butler, 2004). By considering all the previous investigation, it can be stated that thesocial function of education might also be related to the sociologicalnotion of social differentiation, which can be summarized as theeducational capability to reproduce undeserved and inequitabledifferences among individuals with diverse social attributes vis­à­vislearning skills and academic levels.
The Paradoxical Social Function of Education
Taking into consideration the definition of the educational internaloperation and both approaches to its social function, the objective of thissection is to develop an analytical schema of the social function ofeducation. We suggest firstly that stratification factors associated with eachindividual produce some alterations in the internal function of theeducative sphere (i.e., pedagogical selection and its classificationbetween better/worse students). Specifically, we propose that individualstratification features such as gender, economic status, and culturalcapital produce pedagogical selections not based on pedagogicalcriteria, but precisely on such stratification or “non­pedagogical”criteria. Henceforth, the influence of stratification factors on the internal
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educational mechanism will be called non­pedagogical selection, asdistinct from pedagogical selection, which operates only uponpedagogical criteria. We denominate such educational selection as non­pedagogical alsobecause it is based on determinants external to the intrinsic educationalmechanisms. Put in terms previously discussed, non­pedagogicalselection emerges whenever the internal function of education classifiesgood and bad students not only according to their academic training andknowledge, but also with respect to different individual characteristicsnot corresponding to the educational field for instance, cultural andeconomic features. The strong relationship between the internal and the social function ofany social system (Luhmann, 1977) also comes into play in our schema.We argue that the duality of pedagogical and non­pedagogical selectionaffects the generation of social contexts characterized simultaneously byconditions of equity and differentiation. More specifically, we suggestthat non­pedagogical selection has consequences for the educationalsocial function by producing social contexts branded by socialdifferentiation dynamics. Thus, social educational systems not onlywould produce social contexts of equity (primary aim), but alsosimultaneously (and contradictorily) social differentiation scenarios. Wesuggest thus that both educational contexts represent paradoxically thecontribution of education to society, or the educational social function.We summarized the formulated analytical schema in the followingfigure.
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Figure 4. Analytical Schema of Paradoxical Social Function of Education
 In order to fully understand our schema, in the following paragraphs,we show how social equity and social differentiation are displayedwithin the three structural levels of educational spheres. For theseexplanations, we take into consideration several sociological researchexamples.  Individual Level: On this first level, which has to do with therelationships among teachers and students within classrooms, the socialequity function of education is observable whenever teachers exchangeknowledge with students attending educational institutions. On the otherhand, it might be argued that social differentiation appears in at least intwo situations. First, when we can appreciate consistent differences inacademic results and cultural dispositions attributable to the socialbackgrounds of students (Breen & Goldthorpe, 2002). Second, wheneducators generate differentiated beliefs or expectations of their studentsaccording to their different social attributes. Research has shown thatwhen teachers have higher expectations of their students, the students’attitudes toward learning and their academic performance improve(Tiedemann, 2000). Specifically, it has been noted that teachers’expectations of their students vary by gender and sociocultural level,and that these same social attributes are associated with the educativeattainment gap (Dee, 2005; Kessler et al., 1985). Institutional level: At the institutional or organizational level, thesocial equity function is expressed by the generalized and unrestrictedpossibility of accessing the primary, secondary, and university publicinstitutions intended to offer an educational career. Nonetheless, theinstitutional level generates social differentiation as well, defining whoare eligible and who do not have access to some specific educativeorganizations, such as religious or private educational institutions(Madero & Madero, 2012). Additional evidence of social differentiation on this level refers to themanner in which the student composition of different grades andclassrooms, determined by non­pedagogical criteria such as gender orcultural skills (which are always defined by institutions), influences theapparently individual academic choices (humanistic, scientific, artistic,or technical vocational programs). The effects of the classroom’scomposition can influence not only the students’ personal elections butalso their individual academic achievements and even the growth or
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decline of their career expectations (Forgasz, 2006). The influence ofeducational compositional variables on individual performance has beenunderstood as the peer effect (Coleman, 1966). Systemic level: At the systemic level of the educational sphere, thesocial equity function is symbolized by the ability of education toacademic knowledge for every individual of a society, not restrictingthis right only to people from families with a high social status, asoccurred in pre­modern societies (Durkeim, 1893). Moreover, at thesystemic level, social differentiation is expressed when it is consideredlegitimate and tolerable that students’ educational trajectories aredetermined by social stratification factors that is, when it is considerednormal that pedagogical selection is based upon non­pedagogicalcriteria.
Consequences of the Paradoxical Social Function of Education onthe Process of Educational Inclusion
Having developed an analytical schema for the paradoxical socialfunction of the educational system within its different levels, we canmove to an examination of some socio­educational consequencesinvolved in this process. Specifically, questions arise about the mannerin which this contradictory social function influences the inclusion ofpeople by the educational system. Following Marxist or stratification traditions in education research,our interest might be on highlighting the inability of the educativesphere to generate universal opportunities of access. However, startingfrom the suggested analytical schema, that would seem sociologicallyinappropriate, because even though the high increase of the studentpopulation rate during the 19th, 20th, and 21st centuries is not enough tocover the total amount of people with prospects to be educated (OECD,2010; Shavit & Blossfeld, 1993), modern educational systems do notpresent any formal restriction to the educative inclusion of any socialgroup. That occurred clearly in pre­modern societies (Durkheim, 1893).Nevertheless, individuals are currently witnesses of socialdifferentiation within different structural levels of the educationalsphere, which lead us to discuss as problematic the inclusion andexclusion processes not only for those who are outside the educational
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institutions but also for the students inside them. Social inclusion may be understood as the equal possibility for eachindividual to participate within different domains of society (Bohn,2009; Madero & Castillo, 2012; Mascareño, 2012; Stichweh, 2002). Inthe case of the educational system, included persons might correspondto those evaluated by its internal function (pedagogical selection) at theindividual, institutional, or systemic levels of education, while excludedpersons might be individuals who do not participate in this kind ofprocess, such as people who do not attend a school or university(Ossandón, 2006). Nonetheless, from our perspective, this way of understanding theeducational inclusion/exclusion remains limited. Instead, we remark thatsocial differentiation (which emerges as a consequence of the influenceof non­pedagogical criteria on the internal functioning of education) isan obstacle to full inclusion of students with unfavorable social features.Put in other terms, students who frequently experience socialdifferentiation due to their individual stratification features might beconsidered people with problems in achieving normal inclusion orpersons who are only partially included in the educational field(Madero, 2011; Madero & Mora, 2011; Mascareño, 2012). Thedistinction depends on whether individuals are included underappropriate and satisfactory social conditions (i.e., normally included),or under feeble and frail social conditions (i.e., partially included). In the case of educational careers, for example, we suggest that thosestudents who have gained social mobility through education (Breen etal., 2002) that is, people who have access to an educational organizationand, as a result, also possess improved social status correspond topersons normally included in the educational sphere. On the other hand,individuals with low social and cultural statuses who experienceeducational inclusion primarily by finding an educational position, butwho maintain a sort of weak academic status for instance, those whoperform poorly or whose access is restricted to specific educationalinstitutions would correspond to individuals partially included in theeducational sphere. According to this example, we propose that partial inclusion mightalso be understood as being between inclusion and exclusion in anysocial domain. Additionally, to finalize the argument, it is important to
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highlight that these kinds of distinctions probably are more visibleaccording to the extent of the stratification in each educational system(Allmendinger, 1989; van de Werfhorst, 2004). This means that a morestandardized (or less stratified) educational system might show fewerexamples of partial inclusion, while educative spheres that are highlystratified typically have many students who are included only“partially”.
Conclusion
The different social institutions and systems of current society havesingular internal modes of operation that determine their particularitiesand also reflect the differences among diverse social spheres (Luhmann,1977). Additionally, these internal functions are intrinsically associatedwith specific contributions to the society that are equallydistinguishable. The contributions that each social context renders to thesociety have been called social functions (Archer, 1979; Luhmann,1977). In the case of the educational system, it has been shown thatthere is a sort of consensus about its internal mode of operation(pedagogical selection); nonetheless, the attempt to classify its socialfunction has been an exercise without any kind of agreement. As weshow in the next paragraph, this fact is clearly illustrated in sociologicalresearch. On the one hand, some authors have indicated that the social functionof education consists in the generation of social equity, referring to theunrestricted possibilities to access to diverse educational organizationsfor the purpose of receiving academic training, while other authors havespecified that the social function of education refers to the socialdifferentiation of educational opportunities according to the social andcultural background of each student. As we showed at the beginning ofthis article, a study of the International Social Survey Program (2009),demonstrate that both sociological approaches find a highcorrespondence on the diversification of individual opinions about thecapability of education to promote either equitable or differentiatedopportunities. Bearing in mind such precedents, current paper constructed ananalytical schema to overcome the absence of a consensus on the
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definition of education’s social function. Starting from the assumptionabout an intrinsic relationship between the internal and social functionsof social systems (Luhmann, 1977), we suggested first there areparticular stratification determinants modifying the internal pedagogicalfunction of the education (i.e., pedagogical selection anditsclassification between better/worse students). Specifically, weindicated that individual stratification features such as gender, economicstatus, and cultural capital generate pedagogical selections not based onpedagogical criteria, but precisely on such stratification or “non­pedagogical” criteria. Second, we argued that this internal educational phenomenon affectsthe generation of social contexts, characterized simultaneously by socialequity and social differentiation conditions, which is possible toappreciate within different structural levels of this social space (at theindividual, institutional, and systemic levels). Thus, we remarked thatnot only one of them but rather both educational contexts representparadoxically the contribution of education to society, or the socialfunction of education. This paradox necessitated the development of an analytical exercisethat dialogued with different sociological approaches from the theoriesof classical sociologists to the social system theory. Only through thecoupling of these approaches was it possible to observe a social functiondifferentiated by the form of the two indicated sides. Thiscomplementation allowed additional understanding of the specificstratification factors (gender, cultural capital, or social status) that createthe scenario for non­pedagogical selections, promoting as aconsequence the creation of a paradoxical social function in this socialfield. With the proposed analytical schema about the social function ofeducation, and especially with the elucidation of social differentiation asone of its possible expressions, we reflected on the cultural conditionsthat confront educational fields stabilized upon the internal function ofpedagogical selection. Put in the terms discussed above, this articlewarned that stratification conditions can determine the configuration ofdifferent structural levels of educational systems. The permanency of social differentiation as one educational socialfunction alerted us also that education has insufficient mechanisms to
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promote the generation of normal inclusion for everyone (Madero &Madero, 2012; Mascareño, 2012). Instead, individuals with low socialand cultural status normally experience partial educational inclusion orrestricted access to specific educational institutions. This lack ofopportunities shows the limited ability of this social field to create socialequity conditions for each individual with expectations of participatingin the educational system. This arises not as a typical Marxist or Reproductivist criticism aboutthe permanency of social differentiation conditions generatingsegregated educational trajectories, but rather as a general reminderabout the educational system as an institution that has failed to developinclusion mechanisms based strictly upon pedagogical criteria. Thus,our theoretical study reveals the ongoing need for social equity,especially for students evaluated normally by non­pedagogical criteriain different structural levels of education. An analytical schema that understand the educational system as afield that simultaneously produces social equity and socialdifferentiation also give us some preliminary tasks for further studies.Specifically, it seems to be lacking more investigation on the manner inwhich some non­pedagogical selections still influence educationalcareers, e.g. research that increase the comprehension over the effect ofthe differentiated expectations of teachers on the academicachievements of their students, or more studies about the impact of thecompositional or peer effects by social status or gender on individualeducational trajectories. Such information will be useful for policies thatallow moving toward the construction of an educational systemoperating mainly upon pedagogical criteria.
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Annex
The International Social Survey Programme (ISSP) corresponds to across­national collaboration project of public opinion surveysconcerning several social topics. It started in 1983 considering fourcountries: Germany, United States, Great Britain and Australia.Currently it includes more than 46,000 people from 48 countries. Eachyear the programme addresses a particular module, which is repeated infollowing waves of the ISSP allowing cross­sectional comparisons. Datais archived by GESIS institute (http://www.gesis.com) in Germany. Inthe year 2009 social inequality module was the main research topic.Concerned countries were: Australia (n=1525), Argentina (n=1133),Austria (n=1019), Belgium (n=1115), Bulgaria (n=1000), Canada(n=421), Chile (n=1000), China (n=3010), Croatia (n=1201), Cyprus(n=1000), Czech Republic (n=1205), Denmark (n=1518), Estonia(n=1005), Finland (n=880), France (n=2817), Germany (n=1395), GreatBritain (n=958), Hungary (n=1010), Iceland (n=947), Israel (n=1193),Italy (n=1084), Japan (n=1296), Latvia (n=1069), New Zealand(n=935), Norway (n=1456), Philippines (n=1200), Poland (n=1263),Portugal (n=1000), Russia (n=1603), Slovakia (n=1159), Slovenia(n=1065), South Africa (n=3305), South Korea (n=1599), Spain(n=1215), Sweden (n=1137), Switzerland (n=1229), Taiwan (n=2026),Turkey (n=1569), Ukraine (n=2012), United States (n=1581) andVenezuela (n=999).
